SUMMARY

Theme of final qualifying work: "The evolution of "Essay" genre in Russian press"

The Author of this work is: Djeiranova Diana.

The supervisor of studies: PhD Biykov Dmitriy Viktorovich.

The relevance of the research topic is determined by the necessity of system study of the genre features and text composition of the fiction and publicistic works in Russian journalism.

Object of research supports fiction and publicistic genre «essay».

The subject of the study is content and formal characteristics of essayistic works, and also journalist trajectory specificity in the travelling essay genre.

The purpose of final qualifying work is to explore the history of the genre «essay», and reveal the peculiarities of essayistic publications.

The Scientific-theoretical and practical importance of the given research involves the elaboration and refinement of the methodological bases for the description of genre-stylistic features of the essay. The significance of the research is to clarify and expand the values of the author’s position in the novel. In addition, materials and conclusions of the work can be used in high schools for teaching such subjects as "The theory of journalism". Theoretical conclusions promote deeper knowledge of journalistic study in a high education system.

The structure of the work is subordinated to the tasks of research and includes an introduction, two chapters, 4 sections, conclusion, bibliographical list and an application. The total amount of work is 69 pages.